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 Learn key abilities like: building a solid fire. Whether you're a
devoted outdoorsman or a novice Hiker, crafts and skills of the mountain
guy is your handbook to not only surviving outdoors, but
flourishing.Crafts and abilities of the mountain man is a fascinating,
practical guidebook to the skills that have made the mountain men famous
worldwide seeing that outdoorsmen and craftsmen. Learning to hunt and
butcher meals. The design of the mountain man is exclusive and popular,
specifically among young people, historians, and the ones with a special
curiosity in living off the property. And much more! Readers can
replicate outdoor living by attempting a hand at making rafts and
canoes, constructing tools, and living off the property. Creating a safe
and solid shelter. The mountain guy has been successful outdoors for age
range, and now you can too with the skills, tips, and tricks one of them
handy manual. Specs:- Type: soft cover- number of pages: 256- size: 6" x
9".
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not really what the cover would cause you to believe This is a book that
explains how things were done by trappers, not really a very good
instructional source. No real information, what so ever about any boat
or camp building. Would recommend Good read. Information Good Three
Stars Good Waste of money. No better or worse It addresses allot of the
same stuff as many other books. No better or even worse. Alot of great
info surely got to try that fun book Very reasonable price for the
kindle edition. Glad I attempted it. Lite easy browse so not waste of
period or money. Three Stars Wasn't really what I was expecting. The
information about hunting deer was interesting. Overall, a waste of
money! Seems more tlike a history book when compared to a survival guide
So so book Ok book nothing really special no fresh surface covered in
the publication. Very Enjoyable A good look and feel at the lives of the
mountain males.
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